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Vienna+20, The preparatory process 
 
Vienna+20 consist of various conferences. The following paragraphs relate only to the prep 

groups for the CSO conference on 25th and 26th. This conference will be prepared by an 

International Coordination Committee and 12 topical preparation groups. 

Purpose and task of the prep groups 

The output of this CSO conference will be a “Vienna+20 CSO-Declaration” on the state of 

human rights with a view to the 1993 Vienna documents on the one hand and the challenges 

of the human rights movement for the next years on the other.  

The Declaration will consist of three parts: An introduction raising general concerns, a 

middle part with the demands from the topics mentioned in the draft program, a conclusion 

detailing a follow up process among the participants monitoring the implementation of their 

demands and recommendations. 

The conference will have twelve parts (see draft program), each part prepared and guided by 

a prep group. The panel would consist of approx. four persons, one of them serving as 

moderator. The panel will guide the final adoption in plenary of the draft declaration’s part 

drafted by the respective preparatory group. As the case may be and if time allows, it may 

also include other features.  The composition of the panel will be up to the preparatory 

group and ICC. Normally it would consist of members of the prepgroup well versed with the 

draft and with the reasoning behind it.   

The tasks of each prep group (PG):  

- preparing the draft for the part of the Declaration dealing with its topics. 

- setting up the methodology for its time slot (one hour) presenting the draft, guiding 

the discussion and finalizing the draft.  

- determining the members of the panel where the topic and draft are presented to 

the plenary, normally members of the prepgroup, possibly others. 

- contributing to the introductory part of the Declaration and to the conclusions. 

It is suggested to keep the drafting group small (4 or 5 organisations with expertise in the 

field), but be transparent and consult with a broader group of peer organizations. Of course, 

prep groups are free to set up their methodology.  

Procedures for the prepgroups and future participants, time line: 

1. The ICC sets up “core groups” of one to three organizations for each part by April 8, 

as the nucleus of the prepgroup.  The core group takes the responsibility that a draft 

is produced and ready by May 15. It is free to invite additional organizations/persons 

to the prepgroup in order to enlarge the prepgroup (PG) to include more 
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organizations than those in the core group. It gets in touch and starts drafting itself – 

or delegates (part of) drafting to other members of the prepgroup. 

2. The process in each PG should be transparent with wide internal consultation and 

agreement on the draft. The final responsibility for the draft is with the drafters.   

3. April 15: PGs should have identified the key issues, established their internal 

distribution of labor and started drafting by April 15. (Most PGs cover several topics.) 

4. The draft format should be comparable to the 1993 Vienna Declaration: Short 

paragraphs. Each paragraph numbered x.y, where x stands for the number of the part 

the paragraph comes from, and y is the running number (6.5 then is para 5 of part 6 – 

indigenous peoples etc.. This is only meant to facilitate the work of the editors that 

will consolidate the PG’s draft to come to the Declaration. The document for each 

part should have between half a page and a page and should include key demands to 

be made to the community of States. 

5. PGs provide first a draft to the ICC by May 15, ICC consolidates and circulates to the 

other PGs and to the participants for comment.  

6. May 15: By May 15 the ICC has drafted the introduction and the part of the 

conclusion that is general (not yet taking into consideration the respective 

suggestions from the PGs (May 15)) and circulated its draft to the participants for 

comment. May 24: Deadline for comments on the intro and conclusion. 

7.  May 24:The participants should raise serious concerns, if any, by May 24. Serious 

concerns (other than fine tuning) cannot be accepted afterwards or during the 

conference.  

8. June 5: The PGs amend their drafts on the basis of the participants’ response and 

send the result to the ICC by June 5.  Similarly the ICC will amend its draft on the 

basis of comments received. 

9. June 10: The ICC will send the consolidated 2nd draft made available to participants. 

The procedure of endorsement of the Declaration at the Conference and after the 

Conference: 

The Declaration should be endorsed by as many participants as possible. They act in their 

personal capacity, but carry the name of their organizations in brackets for purposes of 

identification. 

The Declaration is open for further endorsement of CSOs for another three months after the 

conference.  

Structure of Declaration (approx. number of pages in brackets) 

Introduction 1.5 pages 

Each of the 12 parts between 0.5 and 1 page. 

Conclusion 1 page 


